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ABSTRACT 

Classical adaptive sidelobe canceller (CASLC) schemes which use only complex 
spatial weights are inherently narrowband, and consequently perform poorly when 
attempting to suppress wideband interference. This paper presents a novel solution 
to this problem by using tapped delay line filters in each spatial auxiliary channel, and 
utilizing the adaptive space-time processing for performing the required null. This 
sidelobe canceller is referred to as adaptive space—time sidelobe canceller 
"ASTSLC". The higher performance achieved by the ASTSLC architecture comes at 
the cost of a considerable increase in its complexity. ASTSLC technique can be used 
for compensation due to bandwidth degradations, channel mismatching, and 
multipath phenomena. In this work, the problem of bandwidth compensation is 
considered. The objective of our analysis is to develop some insight into the way in 
which space—time processing leads to performance improvement as compared to the 
CASLC. Moreover, some quantitative estimates of how the performance varies with 
array antenna (space processing) and transversal filter (time processing) parameters 
are also investigated and presented. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Performance of interference rejection by a classical adaptive "SLC" has been 
discussed mostly for the case of a monochromatic undesired signal (narrowband), 
where a simple and sharp null in the adaptive beam pattern is enough for rejection 
[1-41. If the interference is wideband as usually in case of jamming, CASLC system 
tends to gather as many nulls of its pattern as possible in the neighborhood of center 
frequency of the interference. This leads to attain a certain level of rejection 
(cancellation ratio) over the interference band. In this case, much longer time for 
adaptation is required. Moreover, if the jamming frequency hops randomly, the 
system falls in the everlasting game of hunting, and the output remains unsatisfactory 
level. This paper presents a solution to this problem by using tapped delay line filters 
in each spatial auxiliary channel. This adaptive SLC is referred to as ASTSLC. This 
technique can be applied to compensate for degradations due to bandwidth, channel 
mismatching, and multipath phenomena. Problem of multipath has been widely 
discussed in [5,61. In this paper, the problem of bandwidth compensation effects has 
been considered to investigate and evaluate the performance of the ASTSLC. 
A broadband interference source can be considered as sum of several narrowband 
interference sources located at different spatial locations. Using a complex—valued 
weight, appropriate for one frequency, f1 (narrowband case), will not be appropriate 
for other frequency, f2. This is because the array patterns nulls shift as the value of 
the frequency changes. This leads to the conclusion that different complex—valued 
weights are required at different frequencies if an array null is to be maintained in the 
same direction for all frequencies of interest. A simple and effective way of obtaining 
different amplitude and phase weights at a number of frequencies over the band of 
interest is to use a tapped delay line filter (transversal filter) in each spatial auxiliary 
channel. Therefor, the higher performance provided by the ASTSLC architecture 
comes at the cost of a considerable increase in its complexity. 

2. CONFIGURATION OF ASTSLC SYSTEM 

The adaptive space—time sidelobe canceller architecture is shown in Fig.1. It 
consists of a high—gain main antenna (N1 -elements) and auxiliary antenna (N2_ 
elements). The transversal filter in each auxiliary element can be realized by tapped 
delay line having "L" complex weights. A tapped delay line has a periodic frequency 
response with a period equal to "1/A" along the frequency axis. If the tap spacing "A" 
is sufficiently small and the number of "L" taps is large (the frequency resolution of 
the filter is (1/LA), this network controls the gain and the phase at each frequency 
component within the band of interest. An upper limit on the tap spacing is given by 
the desired array cancellation bandwidth "B" as 135.1/A [7]. The adaptive tapped 
delay line architecture required to perform ASTSLC is shown in Fig. 1. The adaptive 
weights "W' are applied at each tap in each spatial auxiliary channel prior to the final 
beamforming summation of sidelobes. For "N2" auxiliary spatial channels with "L" 
taps per channel, the total number of adaptive weights to be calculated is "N2 L". 
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The main antenna consists of "N1" isotropic elements with non-adaptive weights. 
These weights may have a tapering distribution according to the required sidelobe 
level. A taped delay of value D=(L-1)Al2 is included in the main channel. This relay 
represents the center tap of the auxiliary to permit a compensation for both positive 
and negative values of the off-broadside angle 8. 

3. OPTIMAL. WEIGHT SOLUTION 

Throughout the analysis in this paper, the superscripts T, H, and • will denote 
transpose, complex conjugate transpose (Hermitian transpose), and complex 
conjugate operations, respectively. Denote u as a column vector of a dimension 
(LN2+1) which represents the snapshot of the array antennas. This vector is given by 

u= 
b 

(1)  

   

Where "b "denotes the main antenna output, and 

u= 

 

(2)  

   

   

Where, 
U, = [U„ U12 	 11, 

U2  = FU2, U22 	U21. 
T 

( 3) 

UN, 	[U N, I U  N, 	UN,/ 

Where, 

= [t - - OA] 
= 1,2, 1 
	 (4) 

J = 1,2 	 N2  
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It is seen that each vector has a dimension of (LX1). In an exactly similar manner, the 
weight vector can be given by 

WI 

W 

W =  

W N, 

Where, 
W 12 W IL W I = 	11 	 ir _ 	 '  

W2 = [W  21 W •• W  2L r 

T  -WN = [W N, I W  N, 2 ' W N,L [ 

It is seen that the weight vector W has a dimension of N2L. The weight vector for the 
snapshots is defined as 

(5)  

(6)  

b 

—W 
= (7) 

The ASTSLC system output is defined as the residue 

E =WH  ii 
= b - wH  u 

(8) 

3.1 Derivation 
Each snapshot of the array antenna has three contributions: the signal S, the 
interference I, and the white noise N, 
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The objective of sidelobe cancellation is to construct a weight vector for the auxiliary 
antennas to minimize the interference power in the residue E. The optimal weight 
vector is given by the Wiener solution [8] 

W„ Rul„ r 	 (10) 

Where Roo  is the covariance matrix of the outputs of the auxiliary antenna for the 
entire auxiliary multichannel processor when the signal is absent, and rob is the cross 
correlation vector between the main antenna and the auxiliary antenna outputs. In 
the derivation of (10), it has been assumed that (i) the signal, interference, and white 
noise are mutually uncorrelated and (ii) R is nonsingular so that R-1  exists. Then LN2- 
th components of rob measure the correlation between the outputs of the main 
antenna and the LN2-th auxiliary elements for the entire auxiliary multichannel 
processor. To calculate the Wiener solution, both Roo  and rob must be known, In 
practice, they have to be estimated from the outputs of the main and auxiliary 
channels. 

	

Let   it be a set of M snapshots taken in the absence of the signal. The 

sample matrix inversion (SMI) method estimates Wo  with the equation [9] 

- 

Where 
=uu" 	 (12) 

uu 

is the sample covariance matrix, U - 	, u2, 	, u,) is the matrix of auxiliary 

channels outputs, 

ruh = 
	 (13) 

is the sample correlation vector, and b = (b,,b2,. b )1' is the vector for the rain 
antenna outputs. 

The above equation (13) suggest that there is a more general approach to construct 
an adaptive weight vector for the auxiliary channels, i.e. identify this vector as a 
solution of the equation 

UHW b 	 (14) 
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Or, equivalently, the system of linear equations 

W = b 

m=1,2, ..., M. 

The benefit of using the adaptive sidelobe cancellation "ASLC" can be measured by 
introducing the interference cancellation ratio (CR), defined as the ratio of the output 
noise power without and with the auxiliary array [6]: 

E{lb12)  
CR - 	 (16) 

Etlb 	Ellb12)-  eul,Kr b  

4. SIMULATION RESULTS 

Presented here are examples, which demonstrate that the weight-vector construction 
method indeed produces adapted beam patterns with interference suppression 
properties. The antenna system is shown in Fig.1. It consists of a linear array with N= 
(N1+N2) isotropic elements spaced at distance of half a wavelength, i.e. d= 0.5X, 
where d is the element spacing and X is the signal wavelength. The outputs of the 
first N1 elements are weighted with a Tschebyscheff window and summed to produce 
the main antenna output. The (k+Ni)-th element is identified as the k-th auxiliary 
antenna (k=1,2, ..., N2 ). The outputs of the isotropic antennas are calculated as 

(1+B/fo ) n' sin 0;  
U n, _E 	 + rin  (17) 

n = 1,2, . 

Here, B is the interference signal bandwidth, fo is the carrier frequency of the radar 
system, J is the number of interference sources, j is the interference identification 
number, p1 is the output power due to the j-th source, (1:ii is a random phase, X is the 
interference source wavelength, Eli is the interference bearing measured clockwise 
from the foresight direction, and Tin. is the white noise amplitude. This amplitude is 
calculated with mean and variance given by 
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EIRe(i)k )1= Ellm(ilk 
0 

And 

var 	 = var11m(rik, )} 

Where G2  is the expected value of white noise power at the output of the individual 

antennas. The main antenna output is calculated as 

(20) 

k • I 

Where ak is the window coefficients [10]. 

The gain pattern is defined as 

G(e)- 
so(e)-Wo 5(e)12  

(21)  

ElakT +IW12  
k'--1 

Where 

"-I+ 
	e jlt 

k' sin() (22)  

k',  1 

And 

Sk (0)_-= 
ev(k+N,)sine 

(23)  

k=1,2, 	LN2 

Are the outputs of the main and auxiliary antennas due to a unit output amplitude 

signal at bearing Os. The denominator in (21) is a scale factor such that the expected 

value of G (0) due to white noise is equal to c52. 

A set of simulation examples has been carried out to investigate and evaluate the 
performance of the proposed technique. Fig. 2 shows the effect of bandwidth of the 

with N1=21, N2=2, the incident angle of the interference at 30°, INR=30 dB and L=1. 

As it is clear from the figure, the cancellation ratio decreases as the normalized 

(18) 
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bandwidth of interference "B/fo" increases. Also, for small values of the normalized 
bandwidth (0.01< B/fo <0.05), high CR is obtained. This is due the fact that the 
interference can be considered as narrowband. Therefore, additional degree of 
freedom is required to compensate for the effects of the interference bandwidth. 
Using the time processing, bandwidth effects can be compensated. Fig. 3 illustrates 
a plot of CR as a function of number of weights (snapshots) for two values of 
interference incident angles. The other simulation parameters are shown on the 
figure. 	As we expected, using the time processing, additional increase in the CR is 
obtained at B/fo=0.1(CR=9 dB as compared to the narrowband array of Fig. 2). 
Moreover, the CR is very sensitive to the interference incident angle as it is clear 
form the figure (0j =30°  and Oi  =35°). There are also an optimum number of taps after 
which the improvement in the CR is not significant. In our case of simulation, four 
taps is enough to achieve CR=22 dB at Oi =30°. Better CR is obtained at Oi =35°  as 
compared to 0i =30°. This is due to the fact that the closer the interference angle to 
the desired target direction (Os  =0°) the lower values of the CR are obtained. Other 
important features of the ASTSLC are investigated and presented in Fig.4. This 
includes the dependence of the cancellation ratio on the time-bandwidth product "AB" 
for several number of taps "L". For narrowband SLC (L=1), the cancellation ratio is 
independent on "AB". In this case, less CR is obtained for broadband interference 
(CR=9 dB vs. CR=22 dB). 	On the other hand, for broadband SLC, strong 
dependence of the CR on "AB" is obtained (L=1, 2, 3, 4 and 5). Finally, a case 
study of a broadband interference is assumed, and the result of simulation is 
presented in Figs. 5 and 6. The data for simulation are shown on the figures. The 
objective is to show how the ASTSLC performs bandwidth compensation. The main 
and adaptive beam patterns are given in Fig.5. In this figure, the ASTSLC places a 
null at the required angle (ej  =40°) as compared to the CASLC where the null is 
placed at different angle due to the bandwidth effects. A detailed plot is shown in 
Fig.6 to illustrate how the compensation process toke place as function of the time-
bandwidth product for the same case of study presented in Fig.5. This figure 
represents a zooming plot for the adaptive patterns at the neighborhood of the 
required null. As it is clear from the figure, three taps are required for compensating 
the shift in the null of the interference signal. The effect of the bandwidth product "AB" 
has the dominant impact on placing the null at the right direction. In our simulation, 
two values are assumed (AB=0.14and AB 0.28). As it is clear from the Figure, 
AB=0.28 is the estimated value to place the null at Oi=40°. This is perfectly conside 
with the case of NB array. In conclusion, the ASTSLC has better performance as 
compared to the CASLC for either narrowband or broadband interference. 

5. CONCLUSION 

Computer code has been developed to simulate the ASTSLC. The objective is to 
investigate the performance of the ASTSLC as compared to the CASLC assuming 
broadband interference sources. The results of simulation show that the ASTSLC is 
an excellent approach for bandwidth compensation. Problem of mismatching and 
multipath in case of broadband interference will be considered in future work. 
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Fig.1 The ASTSLC scheme with main channels and tapped delay line auxiliary 
Channels for bandwidth compensation 
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Fig. 4 Cancellation Ratio versus AB for narrowband (NB) and broadband (BB) 
interferences sources. 
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Fig. 5 Adaptive beam patterns and quiescent pattern of ASTSLC and CASE(::., in 
case of NB and BB jammers. 
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main pattern vs adaptive pattern 

Fig. 6 A zooming plot of Fig.5 neighborhood the direction of the interference in range 
of (38-48) degrees. 
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